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Abstract—Reconfigurable scan networks (RSN) as stan-
dardized by IEEE Std 1687 allow flexible and efficient
access to on-chip infrastructure for test and diagnosis,
post-silicon validation, debug, bring-up, or maintenance in
the field. However, unauthorized access or manipulation
of the attached instruments, monitors, or controllers pose
security and safety risks. Different RSN architectures have
recently been proposed to implement secure access to the
connected instruments, for instance by authentication and
authorization.

To ensure that the implemented security schemes cannot
be bypassed, design verification of the security properties
is mandatory. However, combinational and deep sequential
dependencies of modern RSNs and their extensions for
security require novel approaches to formal verification for
unbounded model checking.

This work presents for the first time a formal design
verification methodology for security properties of RSNs
based on unbounded model checking that is able to ver-
ify access protection at logical level. Experimental results
demonstrate that state-of-the-art security schemes for RSNs
can be efficiently handled, even for very large designs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current systems-on-chip and 3D-ICs integrate an in-

creasing amount of infrastructure with different on-chip

instruments for test and test control, diagnosis, post-silicon

validation, debug, bring-up, or maintenance. Access to

this infrastructure is required not only during or after

manufacturing, for instance for testing and diagnosis, but

also during bring-up and post-silicon validation of the

system and in the field, even concurrent to operation for

monitoring or reliability management [1, 2, 3].

The growing complexity of on-chip instrumentation

requires flexible and scalable access mechanisms. Recon-

figurable Scan Networks (RSNs) meet these requirements

and have been recently standardized in IEEE Std 1687-

2014 [4]. An RSN architecture may use hierarchical

gateways called Segment Insertion Bits (SIB), which allow

hierarchical control over the accessibility of individual

instruments [5]. A SIB is in principle a configurable

bypass: it either bypasses the subordinate instrument or

sub-network to reduce access time, or connects it to the

higher-level scan chain. The mode of operation is chosen

by shifting a single configuration bit into the SIB.

The on-chip infrastructure in general and RSNs in

particular may constitute a side-channel for attacks, re-

sulting in leakage of confidential information, IP theft, or

system manipulation. In complex infrastructures, different

access levels and permissions are required for various ac-

cess scenarios and accessing entities. For instance, during

manufacturing test, diagnosis, and post-silicon validation,

unlimited access to all instruments should be provided.

During power-up system tests in the field, only limited

access to certain test features may be sufficient.

The contradicting requirements of providing observ-

ability and controllability on the one hand and system se-

curity on the other have been recognized and addressed by

many researchers [6, 7, 8, 9]. To enforce different access

privileges in RSNs, secure architectures have been pro-

posed recently for hierarchical SIB-based RSNs. In these

architectures, the SIBs enclosing protected instruments

are replaced with locking SIBs (LSIB, [10]) or secure

SIBs (SSIB, [11]). An LSIB is unlocked if a particular

secret key is shifted into certain distributed scan elements

in the RSNs. The SSIB-based architecture is similar but

uses strong cryptographic codes for a challenge-response

authentication protocol, so that the secret key is never

transmitted in plain text. In [12], an access port protection

approach is presented that is applicable to arbitrary RSNs.

The recent call for action [13] emphasizes the need for

further research on secure design methods for IEEE Std

1687 compliant RSNs.

A large fraction of design bugs are discovered in the

infrastructure—a recent industrial study reports that 20%

of functional bugs are located in the debug infrastruc-

ture itself [14]. Such design bugs may affect protection

mechanisms and compromise system security. Ad-hoc and

correct-by-construction design methods cannot provide

sufficient trustworthiness, and simulation or emulation

based validation are inherently incomplete.

To ensure the integrity of secure RSN architectures,

unauthorized access must be proven impossible. This re-

quires formal techniques to show that certain scan registers

are inaccessible to unauthorized users, or that certain

access mechanisms are blocked. Formal design verification

of modern, and in particular secure, RSNs poses a chal-

lenge due to their combinational dependencies and high

sequential depth. This renders general formal verification

tools for unbounded model checking ineffective [15, 16].

The bounded model checking approach for RSNs in [16]

achieves speed-ups of four to six orders of magnitude

compared to general tools for unbounded model checking,

but can only prove that a certain property holds in a

bounded number of time steps. It is not suitable to prove

or refute security properties in all reachable states.

In this work, we propose a domain specific unbounded

model checking approach to analyze secure RSN architec-

tures. It uses a temporal abstraction in the model of the

RSN and Craig interpolants [17] to prove or refute acces-

sibility properties. This method is applied to verify access

protection in two different secure RSN architectures.

The following Sections II and III give a brief introduc-

tion to the related work and to RSNs in general. Section IV



presents the proposed verification method. The application

of the verification on two case studies is described in

Section V, followed by the summary of the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Verification of On-chip Access Infrastructure

Verifying the functional correctness of the scan-based

access to on-chip instrumentation to avoid design bugs is

crucial for rapid bring-up, post-silicon validation, and high

product quality. This section reviews the state-of-the-art

verification algorithms for connectivity and functionality

of scan chains and regular bypass-based scan networks.

The correct connectivity of simple scan chains is

checked by structural traversal of the network to find

multiple drivers, broken chains, or loop-backs [18]. The

accessibility of scan registers in such scan networks re-

quires that a primary input assignment exists such that the

scan cells work as a shift register [19].

The structure of an IEEE 1149.1 Test Access Port

(TAP) controller and the connectivity of Data Registers

can be verified by logic tracing [20]. The functionality

of the IEEE 1149.1 circuitry can be validated by four-

valued logic simulation using preconditioning and check-

ing sequences [20]. The behavioral rules for IEEE 1500

wrappers can be validated by dynamic, coverage-driven,

constrained-random simulation, e.g. [21].

The equivalence of two representations of non-

configurable scan networks at different abstraction levels

is verified by symbolic simulation [22]. Certain properties

of scan networks, such as resetability, can be reduced to

combinational equivalence checking [22].

The above-mentioned verification techniques effi-

ciently handle non-configurable scan chains as well as

certain regular scan networks with limited configurabil-

ity, e.g., compliant with IEEE Std 1149.1-2013 or IEEE

Std 1500. However, these techniques cannot be directly

applied to irregular reconfigurable scan networks with

arbitrary control signals and distributed configuration as

allowed by IEEE Std 1687.

Combinational and sequential dependencies in RSNs

may result in design bugs and cause limited accessibility

to scan registers [15] or lead to safety and security issues,

e.g., by exposing protected design components. Validation

techniques, e.g., simulation or emulation, typically apply

non-exhaustive stimuli and hence—particularly with re-

gard to safety and security properties—are insufficient to

prove design correctness. Sequential reachability analysis

or general model checking methods are required. How-

ever, due to the large number of sequential elements and

complex combinational and sequential dependencies, such

general methods face scalability and robustness issues in

RSNs [16], demanding for domain-specific verification

approaches for emerging RSN designs.

B. Craig Interpolants in Unbounded Model Checking

Compared to unbounded model checking, bounded

model checking (BMC) does not analyze a system for

its complete state space, but limits the exploration of its

temporal evolution up to a predefined number of time

steps. BMC can be used to check if a certain property can

be refuted in a sequential circuit, considering a limited

number of time steps. If the property can be refuted,

an error trace (sequence of state transitions) is generated

that leads from an initial state to a state in which the

property fails. The behavior of the circuit and the problem

conditions are encoded as propositional formula of the

form:

BMCk := I0 ∧ T0,1 ∧ . . . ∧ Tk−1,k ∧ ¬Pk (1)

where I0 encodes the set of initial states. The term

Ti,i+1 represents the transition function, which models the

temporal step of the system from time frame i to i + 1.

The predicate Pk represents the goal, i.e., a property whose

satisfiability after k steps is to be checked.

The classical BMC procedure first checks whether P

fails in the initial state I0; if not (formula unsatisfiable),

it iteratively extends the formula by Ti,i+1 and checks

whether a state with ¬P is reachable in the next step until

either ¬P is reachable (formula satisfiable) or the number

of steps exceeds the predefined maximum.

BMC is incomplete and cannot prove whether the goal

is unreachable unless the system is unfolded up to its

diameter, which is the smallest number of state transitions

to reach all reachable states. Therefore, some approaches

attempt to find a fixed point of reachable states instead of

enumerating all states until reaching the diameter. Such

methods include for instance k-induction [23], BDD-based

approaches [24], and methods based on the theory of Craig

interpolation [17].

The Craig interpolation based CIP solver [25] is used

for unbounded model checking in this work since it has

been tuned to work well on digital circuit logic and since

it provides a model (counter-example) if P is refuted in

an instance. CIP is based on McMillan’s approach [26] to

extend classical BMC to unbounded model checking by

employing Craig interpolants. Craig interpolants [17] are

used to over-approximate the set of reachable states after

a certain number of transition steps. In the CIP solver, this

over-approximation is iteratively computed to check if a

fixed point of the state space is reached without reaching

the goal. In that case, the goal is proven to be unreachable

regardless of the number of temporal steps. Additional

details of this algorithm can be found in [25].

C. Formal Verification of Security

Commercial verification frameworks for digital circuits

allow to prove invariants in the design (assertions) that

need to hold. However, for verifying secure infrastructure,

such general methods suffer from high sequential depths

and aforementioned scalability issues [16]. Furthermore, a

substantial manual effort is required to model the specific

infrastructure environment as allowed in reconfigurable

scan networks.

Other formal approaches specifically provide solutions

for analyzing security on different levels. For instance,

[27] targets software, or [28] verifies abstract security

protocols.

III. RECONFIGURABLE SCAN NETWORKS

Reconfigurable scan networks (RSNs) are usually ac-

cessed through a JTAG-compliant Test Access Port (TAP).



The RSN can be viewed as a reconfigurable Test Data

Register (TDR in IEEE Std 1149.1/JTAG) with variable

length. The logic state of the RSN determines which scan

registers in the network are currently accessible and can be

changed by rewriting the content of accessible registers.

The basic building blocks of RSNs comprise scan

segments (registers), multiplexers, and combinational logic

for complex control and access conditions. IEEE Std 1687

also allows to specify data paths and their control logic.

A scan segment is a shift register of one or more

bits length with a select control input. If select is active

(segment is selected) during a capture operation, the shift

register is loaded with data from outside of the RSN, e.g.

with output of an on-chip instrument. If the segment is

selected during a shift operation, data is shifted from the

segment’s scan-input, through its register bits, to the scan-

output of the segment. A scan segment may include a

shadow latch that is stable during the shift operation (as in

JTAG test data registers). The optional elements of a scan

segment are dashed in Fig. 1a. When the scan segment

is selected during an update operation, the shadow latch

is loaded from the shift register. A scan segment with a

shadow latch can be used for bidirectional communication

with an on-chip instrument or to drive internal control

signals, such as select inputs of other scan segments.

Scan Segment

Shift register

Shadow register

Instrument

scan

in

scan

out

select

to internal 

control signals

capture shift update

global control signals internal

capture

shift

update
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TCK ...

...

...

...

C U

(a) (b)

capture shift update

Figure 1. (a) Scan segment; (b) Capture, Shift, Update (CSU) operation

Scan multiplexers control the path through which the

data is shifted and can be used, for instance, to bypass

scan segments. The address control of a scan multiplexer

specifies the selected scan input.

The state of the select and address control signals may

depend on the logic state of the RSN itself: These internal

control signals may be driven by arbitrary combinational

logic that take their input from shadow latches of scan seg-

ments or external inputs, which introduces combinational

and sequential dependencies between RSN accesses. An

RSN has a primary scan-input and a primary scan-output,

as well as global control signals for the capture, shift, and

update operations.

An example of an RSN compliant with IEEE Std 1687

is given in Fig. 2. The one-bit scan registers S1, S3 and the

external control signal control the access to two multi-bit

registers S2 and S4. The scan-in data is shifted through

registers S2 and S4 only if the previous access assured that

S1 = S3 = 1 and the external control signal is asserted.

A scan path is a non-circular sequence of connected

scan segments starting at a primary scan-in and ending

at a primary scan-out port. A scan path is active if and

only if the select signals for all on-path scan segments are

1

0

select(S2)

single- or multi-bit 

scan segments

scan 

multiplexer

control

signal

active scan path

for S1=1 and S3=0

primary

scan-in

primary

scan-out

1

0

select(S4)

External control signal

S1 S3

S2 S4

Figure 2. Example of a reconfigurable scan network

asserted, and all on-paths multiplexers address the input

that belongs to the active scan path.

A scan configuration is the logic state of all sequential

elements and external control signals. It is assumed that

after reset or power-up all sequential elements are in a

known state (’0’ or ’1’). A scan configuration is valid if

and only if: (i) one active scan path exists and (ii) scan

segments that do not belong to the active scan path are

deselected. This ensures that the shift-in data is delivered

to the target scan segments, the captured data is shifted

towards the primary scan-out, and all scan segments that

do not participate in the access (i.e., do not belong to the

active scan path) are stable.

The basic RSN access is an atomic operation with three

phases: capture, shift, and update (CSU, Fig. 1b). During

capture, the scan segments on the active scan path may

latch new data. Then, this data is shifted out while new

scan data is shifted in. Finally, during the update phase,

the shifted-in data is latched in the shadow registers on the

active scan path. A read or write access to a scan segment

requires the accessed segment to be part of the active scan

path. A scan access is a sequence of CSU operations.

For brevity, we assume that the input select of a scan

segment enables all the three phases of a CSU operation:

If a segment is selected, its state is both captured and

updated by the CSU operation. The extension with distinct

capture/update/disable signals is straightforward [15].

IV. VERIFICATION METHOD

The verification method combines a temporal abstrac-

tion for RSNs with unbounded model checking to verify

the access protection in secure RSNs. First, the modeling

of RSNs is described, followed by the description of the

verification method. Section IV-C discusses the capabili-

ties and limitations of the proposed method.

A. CSU-Accurate RSN Model (CAM)

To facilitate efficient formal verification, the sequential

complexity of RSNs is reduced by means of temporal

abstraction as in [16]. RSNs are represented by a CSU-

accurate model (CAM) that is understood as an abstract

FSM. A transition in the CAM corresponds to a complete

CSU operation and hence covers multiple clock cycles of

actual operation. The CAM is constructed from a register-

transfer level (RT-level) RSN description in Instrument

Connectivity Language (ICL; defined in IEEE Std 1687).

Definition 4.1: The CSU-accurate RSN model

M = {S, I, C, c0, T} consists of a set of state

elements S, a set of external control signals I , a

set of scan configurations C ⊆ {0, 1, X}|S∪I|, the initial

scan configuration c0 ∈ C, and a transition relation

T ⊆ C × C. Each state element s ∈ S corresponds to a



1-bit shadow register of a scan segment in the RSN. A

scan configuration c ∈ C specifies the state of all elements

in S and external inputs in I . It is also interpreted as a

function c : S ∪ I → {0, 1, X} that maps each element

e ∈ S ∪ I to state c(e). The transition relation T includes

all pairs of scan configurations (c1 ∈ C, c2 ∈ C) such

that c2 is reachable from c1 within one CSU operation.

Definition 4.2: The characteristic function of a transi-

tion relation T of M = {S, I, C, c0, T} is defined as:

T (c1, c2) := (2)
∧

s∈S

[

[(Active(c1, s) = 0) ⇒ (c2(s) = c1(s))] ∧

[(Active(c1, s) = X) ⇒ (c2(s) = X)]
]

,

where the predicate Active : C × S → {0, 1, X} assigns

each element s ∈ S and configuration c ∈ C a Boolean

value which is true (Active(c, s) = 1) exactly when s is

selected in c and c is a valid scan configuration, i.e., when

s belongs to the active scan path in c.

Details of the construction of CAMs from RT-level

models are given in [16].

The transition relation defines the conditions for state

changes in the RSN: if a state element s ∈ S does not

belong to the active scan path in c1, the state of s does

not change between c1 and c2. The state of s can only

change in a deterministic way if s belongs to the active

scan path in c1 and c1 is a valid scan configuration. We

also assume that the state of s in c2 becomes unknown (X)

when it is unsure whether s belongs to the active scan path

in c1, i.e., when Active(c1, s) = X . Note that for invalid

scan configurations, all predicates Active evaluate to X .

The CAM is a sound abstraction: Properties that hold

in the CAM are guaranteed to hold in the RT-level

RSN model under the assumption that all internal control

signals (e.g. multiplexer addresses) are stable during the

capture and shift phases [16]. This holds trivially for con-

trol signals driven by shadow registers of scan segments,

as they may only change during the update operation. The

stability of external signals must be guaranteed by the

system logic external to the RSN, otherwise the active scan

path may change during shifting. The stability of external

signals should be formally verified in the RT-level RSN

design prior to CAM extraction.

If invalid scan configurations are reachable from the

initial scan configuration c0, the CAM is pessimistic:

According to Definition 4.2, the state of a scan segment

becomes unknown (X) as a result of a CSU operation if

c1 is invalid. This may be caused if a control or MUX-

address signal in the RSN carries an X value, and thus it

is unknown which segments are actually active during a

CSU operation. Consequently, spurious counter-examples

may occur, i.e., some properties that hold for the RSN

implementation may not be provable in the CAM. In this

case, the CAM based analysis assigns pessimistically X

values to the affected segments. If required, a counter-

example resulting from an invalid scan configuration can

be further investigated by cycle accurate simulation and

accurate modeling of X values, for instance using methods

proposed in [29]. However, as RSN architectures that al-

low invalid scan configurations should be avoided anyway

to prevent data loss in functional operation [16], the CAM

pessimism has little impact on the applicability of the

CAM to the verification of security-related properties and

allows to find potential design issues early.

B. Verification Method

The verification method is shown in Fig. 3. The inputs

are the model of a secure RSN for which the access

protection of scan registers or instruments shall be verified

at logic level. Commercial tools allow to automatically ex-

tract an ICL description from models at gate- or RT-level,

or synthesize RT-level models from ICL [30]. The ICL

description is then parsed and the CAM is constructed.

The transition relation T , which models the possible state

transitions by a single CSU operation in the RSN, is

extracted as Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form

(set of clauses). In addition, the initial (reset) states c0 of

sequential elements in the RSN are identified and encoded

as unary clauses. Both sets of clauses are input to the CIP

solver.

Netlist, RT or ICL 

model of secure RSN

Construction of CSU-accurate model (CAM)

CAM

Extraction of transition 

relation T & initial state c0 in CNF

c0

Craig interpolation / CIP solver

T(ci, ci+1)
Access

constr.

Accessible  

registers in  R 

with  a trace

Secure 

RSN

Inaccessible  

registers in  R

Protected 

registers R

Output:

Figure 3. Proposed method for verification of access protection in RSNs.

In a secure RSN, the access to a protected register

r ∈ R shall only be possible if the accessing entity has

presented a proof of its authorization, typically by provid-

ing a secret key in plain text or encoded in a challenge-

response scheme. Here, we are interested if there is a

scan access to the RSN that does not require to present

the correct key, but still performs a read or write access

to r. To this end, additional clauses are extracted from

the RSN description to model the required constraints,

i.e., enforcing a wrong key or secret. The property to

be refuted P := ¬Active(ck, r) expresses that r is not

accessible in CSU operation k, i.e., r is protected. To

refute this property, the solver searches for a sequence of

CSU operations that accesses register r without providing

the correct key.

If the CIP solver reaches a fixed point and register r

has not been accessible (part of the active scan path) in

the intermediate steps, the search concludes. In this case,

r is indeed protected and not accessible without providing

the key. Otherwise, if r becomes part of the active scan



path, it can be accessed, and a trace or sequence of CSU

operations for this case is output.

C. Applicability and Limits

The presented verification method is capable of prov-

ing security-related properties under non-invasive attacks

that involve controlling of RSN interfaces to external

access ports (e.g. JTAG) and to surrounding system logic.

For faults that can be fully represented by the CAM (e.g.,

by modification of the transition relation), resilience to

fault-injection attacks can also be verified.

Our approach can be used to verify any property ex-

pressed CSU-accurately in terms of the content of shadow

registers as well as any data and control signals driven

by such registers (either directly or via combinational

logic). Since the CAM abstracts from cycle-accurate be-

havior to state transitions caused by full CSU operations,

the intermediate state of scan signals and shift registers

cannot be subject to verification. In practice, however,

this is no serious limitation as only shadow registers and

external control inputs are used for non-invasive access

control and hence are relevant for this security verification.

The scan signals and shift registers constitute merely

an access medium that is assumed to provide arbitrary

data to shadow registers whenever the corresponding scan

segments belong to the active scan path.

To guarantee the validity of CAM-based verification,

the CAM must be a sound abstraction of the RSN. As

stated in Section IV-A, it must be formally verified that ex-

ternal RSN control inputs (signals driven by the surround-

ing system) are stable unless an update operation takes

place. This can be handled with state-of-the-art model

checkers in an RT- or gate-level RSN model. Additionally,

the equivalence of the ICL description (from which the

CAM is derived) against the actual RSN implementation

must be assured [31]. Although currently no dedicated

method for ICL equivalence checking exists, commercial

tools for automatic extraction of ICL descriptions from

RT- or gate-level models are already available [30].

V. EVALUATION

The verification method is evaluated on LSIB- [10]

and SSIB-based [11] RSN designs derived from SIB-based

benchmarks introduced in [15]. Our method is used to

prove the inaccessibility of protected scan registers if the

shared secret is not provided by the accessing entity. In

addition, effectiveness of the two protection mechanisms

is investigated in presence of possibly intentional or unin-

tentional design bugs in the RSN.

In LSIB-based architectures, protected scan segments

are enclosed by locking SIBs (LSIBs). An LSIB includes

an extra control input which forces bypass operation and

hence can render the protected segment inaccessible [10].

To access a protected segment, the corresponding LSIB

must be opened by providing a predefined key (secret) to

distributed scan segments that control the locking input

of the LSIB. We use the proposed method to verify that

a protected scan segment is inaccessible as long as the

values of the distributed segments does not match the key.

In SSIB-based architectures, scan segments are pro-

tected with secure SIBs (SSIBs) that form a secure scan

chain [11]. The protected segments can only be accessed

after a challenge-response authorization procedure is com-

pleted and the SSIBs are unlocked via the secure scan

chain. As the encryption circuitry used for the authoriza-

tion protocol is distinct from the RSN, we leave it out

in the CAM and model only its interface. We verify that

the protected segments are inaccessible if the responseOK

signal, which determines successful authorization (output

of the encryption block), is deasserted. The encryption

block can be verified cycle-accurately using conventional

model checking techniques.

The structure of the secure RSN is generated as an ICL

model. In each RSN, five scan segments are randomly

selected and protected by one of the two schemes. In

addition to the fault-free designs, we generate mutated ICL

descriptions that reflect design bugs (wrong or swapped

signal connections, dangling signals), hardware faults, or

intentional alterations of the architecture, as described

below:

• The reset line of a SIB, SSIB, or LSIB is not

connected, or its reset value is inverted.

• The combinational logic on the control/enable signal

of an LSIB is mutated by a disjunction with the

conjunction of values in other RSN scan registers.

• The responseOK signal in the SSIB architecture is

mutated by the disjunction with the conjunction of

values in other RSN scan registers.

The last two mutations may result in RSNs in which

protected registers become accessible without requiring

the correct key. However, a non-exhaustive simulation

based validation is in principle unable to uncover such

cases.

The mutation experiment is repeated ten times per

circuit and mutation type. The location of the mutation

is selected randomly in the ICL model. Then, the inacces-

sibility of the five protected scan registers is analyzed.

The framework is implemented in C++ and executed

on a single core of an Intel Xeon CPU X5680 (3.33GHz).

The used memory of the verification does not exceed 2GB.

Table I summarizes the results. For each benchmark

RSN, the number of scan registers is given. The total

number of register bits ranges from 1416 (u226) up to

97984 bits (p93791). Column ’v’ shows the percentage of

access protection violations due to the injected mutation

in the secure RSN designs. Column ’d’ shows the average

depth (number of unrolled frames) required by the CIP

solver to prove or refute the access property. This number

does not necessarily correspond to the number of CSU

operations required to refute the property, since the CIP

solver overapproximates the reachable states per step to

prove the property. Column ’t’ gives the average runtime

in seconds for the access verification to the five protected

scan registers. The runtime is in all cases below 1.15

seconds, there are no aborts. Columns 6 to 8 give the

respective values for the SSIB-based designs.

The maximum number of clauses of the transition

function is 33547 for the SSIB-based RSN p93791 and the



Table I: CIP-BASED ACCESS PROTECTION VERIFICATION RESULTS

RSN
#Scan LSIB SSIB

Regs. v [%] d t [s] v [%] d t [s]

u226 40 14.3 3.0 0.055 33.3 3.9 0.088
d281 50 16.2 3.0 0.060 28.6 3.9 0.094
d695 157 17.1 3.1 0.177 47.6 4.0 0.299
h953 46 16.2 3.0 0.060 28.6 3.9 0.085
g1023 65 16.2 3.0 0.065 16.2 4.2 0.110
f2126 36 13.3 3.0 0.048 23.8 3.8 0.073

q12710 21 12.4 3.0 0.013 10.5 4.2 0.052
p22810 254 18.1 3.1 0.297 42.9 4.1 0.467
p34392 103 17.1 3.2 0.125 4.8 4.7 0.150
p93791 588 19.0 3.1 0.715 47.6 4.1 1.149
t512505 128 19.0 3.1 0.153 33.3 4.0 0.233
a586710 32 12.4 3.0 0.043 23.8 4.1 0.073

mutation of the responseOK signal. The maximum depth

required by the CIP solver is six for the LSIB designs and

eight for the SSIB designs.

The results of these experiments show that the pre-

sented verification method is applicable to large RSNs

with additional complex dependencies due to the design

for security. The very low runtime and stable behavior

of the unbounded model checking analysis allows to

investigate the access protection of the investigated RSN

architectures for a high number of different scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION

Reconfigurable scan networks as standardized by IEEE

Std 1687 (IJTAG) offer flexible and scalable access to

on-chip infrastructure. To prevent system attacks via this

RSN-based access, secure RSN architectures have been

proposed. In this paper, we presented a domain specific

unbounded formal verification method for RSNs with

combinational and deep sequential dependencies. The

method allows to verify access protection to sensitive scan

registers or instruments by temporal abstraction and use

of Craig interpolation. It is applied to two recent secure

RSN architectures to investigate accessibility to protected

registers in presence of design bugs. The results show that

the method is applicable even to large RSNs and exhibits

very low runtimes. This constitutes a first step to formal

verification of security properties in on-chip infrastructure.
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